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Luke Aikins makes his historic jump. 

       Veteran Skydiver Makes 
History By Jumping 25,000 Feet 

Without A Parachute! 
By: Easton C. 

 
His name was Luke Aikins is a       

veteran skydiver that makes history     
by jumping 25,000 feet without a      
parachute. Everything went planned,    

he was cheered on by friends and       
family. It was a expensive skydiving      
experience. But don’t worry even     
though he don’t have a parachute he       
has veteran Skydivers with him while      
he’s going down.  

Then I interviewed Sophia B. I      
asked her if she would skydive      
without a parachute and why? She      
said, “Yes, because it would be a       
cool experience and fun.’’ 
  
 
_____________________________ 
     Vision correcting eye drops that 

could replace glasses 
 

By:Sophia B 
Over a third of the world needs       
glasses or contact lenses However, if      
a team of Israeli ophthalmologists     
from Jerusalem’s Shaare Zedek    
Medical Center has their way.The     
crisis may be averted with special      
nanodrops created to correct    
refractive errors responsible for    
nearsightedness or farsightedness or    
blurred vision. Brooklyn said,“I would     
try them because sometimes    
contacts hurt.’’  
 
   

 

 

 

CPS Tiger Pride!!! 

Biodegradable Cardboard Drones 
Designed to Crash and Die After 

Single Use 
By: Logan H. 

 
They are making drones that     

can deliver emergency supplies and     
don't need a landing platform. They'll      
be made entirely of cardboard and      
packing tape and will be a meter in        
size. They'll be dropped from a      
height of 35000 feet or higher. To       
make one will only take 30 minutes.       
So in the end this will be a good         
alternative for normal drones. 

When I asked Layla what she      
thought about cardboard drones she     
said “They would be a good      
alternative for drones because they     
would be able to get supplies to       
people who need them.” 
_____________________________ 

Philadelphia Zoo Gorilla Walking 
Upright 

By Evan G 
 

A 16 year old male gorilla      
walks upright to keep his hands      
clean. All Gorillas have the potential      
walk upright but they usually take a       
few steps before walking back on all       
fours. When caught out in a      
rainstorm the gorilla will seek cover      
and when he steps in a mud puddle        
he will find a leaf or paper bag tand         
wipe his foot until is is clean. 

I asked Mikey about the story      
and he said, “The gorilla is cool.”  
 
_____________________________ 
 

 

Self Flying Cars 
By: Brooklyn H. 

 
The plan on flying cars is giant       

drones used as taxis that propel      
themselves and a single passenger     
up to 31 miles at 99 miles per hour. I          
interviewed Sophia B. and I asked      
her, “ What do you think of self flying         
taxis?” her reply was, “They’re pretty      
cool and they’re a good thing for       
modern technology, but I wouldn’t     
ride in one.” Also the machine can       
fly for up to 25 minutes at a time. In          
the end it’s very impressive to see a        
huge self flying taxis coming to      
society soon. 
 
_____________________________ 

Life without laptops? 
By: Justin D. 

How would humanity be    
without laptops? We would probably     
suffer, many businesses rely on     
laptops for work. I even interviewed      
Ethan S. about his opinions on      
laptops, here’s how it went: 

I asked, “Do you own a      
laptop?” He said, “Yes, I do!” I       
asked, “Could you survive without     
it?” He said, “Yes.” I asked, “What’s       
is your thoughts on laptops?” He      
responded, “They’re pretty cool,    
they’re nice for looking up     
information.” I asked finally, “What     
would you think humanity would be      
like without laptops?” He responded,     
“We wouldn’t need it, but I could       
deal with it.” 
 



 

 
  
  
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

U.K. Gym Has a Sleeping Class 
BY Braedin S 

The gym has been offered for a       
couple months I asked Alex S if the        
thought that this was a good idea he        
answered,“Yes because for the    
people that work late and have to go        
to work early it will give the extra        
sleep so they can get more work       
done.” I think that this good because       
you don't want to be sleepy at the        
gym.   Do you think it is a good idea? 

 
 

  
   ¨Doomsday Vault¨ Will Protect Precious Data In The Event Of A Global 

          Catastrophe.  
  BY: Alex S. 

Government, corporations and even individuals concerned about       
losing documents and important info they will have a safe place to keep that              
in case of a cataclysmic event on Earth. I asked Braedin S. if he thinks this                
is a good idea to keep info protected for after the human race is gone, his                
answer was ¨yes so that way if there is extraterrestrial beings in the             
universe they will know about us.¨  

      Luxury submarine 
By Daniel 

Aston Martin was the maker of the       
luxury submarine. However This    
underwater craft is not reserved     
exclusively for bond. Right now it is       
$4 million dollars. These submarines     
are about the size of a car and it is          
for personal use. It goes 3.5 miles       
per hour and it is 80,000 lbs. Randy        
said, ¨I would like to get one       
because you could see fish and other       
sea animals. ¨ 
 

NASA Inspired Speed Breeding Technique May Help Feed Earth’s 
Burgeoning Population 

By:Mikey J. 
 

NASA has developed a formula for growing food in space that could help             
feed earth’s growing population. The food grown this way will be           
healthier,grow faster, and taste better.  
 
My interview was on Randy, I asked him what he thought about my topic, he               
said,”It would be good for everyone because there would be more food.” My             
second question was about the food and if he would eat the food he told               
me,” Yes because people need food to survive.” 
 
 
 

  
Pizza Hut’s Sneakers 
By: Trenton Mitchell 

 
During the 2018 March Madness Tournament, Pizza Hut joined with a           

custom sneaker designer and made their own sneaker. I asked Easton if he             
would wear the shoe, he said, “No, I don’t like the Pizza Hut sign on them                
and I don’t like the color either.” The shoes could connect to a smart tv and                
pause or play the big game.One of the makers of the shoe doesn’t want              
people to miss a play of a game for march madness.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 

Muhammad Ali 
By:Nik L. 

 
Muhammad Ali was a legendary     
boxer (debatably greatest of all time).      
I asked Julia W. what she thought       
about Muhammad Ali, she said ¨He      
was really good.¨ Muhammad died     
June 3rd 2016. He died in      
Scottsdale Arizona. He died    
because of septic shock. Septic     
shock is the result of an infection,            
and causes drastic changes in the           
body. It can be very dangerous and             
potentially life-threatening. 

Talking orca whales. 
By Adam Paul. 

 
A 14 year old orca whale has a vocabulary of 4-5 words. They think the               
whale learned how to make words and what they mean by hearing them in              
her surroundings from all the time. The whale is able to say “Ah-ah” “hello”              
“one-two-three” and the name of her trainer, Amy. The whale has also            
learned how to blow raspberries Of course the whale doesn't know what            
she's saying but it's cool to see the whale saying words. They do hope to               
teach the whale to know what the words actually mean. 
 

Interview with Sophia Bobbio. 
Question:What do you think about this whale.She said the whale is Cool. 
2ed Question: Why do you think the whale can do this.She thinks it was 
trained to talk.  

Interview of Justin 
By: Ethan S. 

 
Would you want to try out the Black        
Panther suit if they made one ? No        
because the expenses of the suit      
would be to much. Would you want       
wakanda technology and see crispy     
images of holograms of people? “Yes      
so you could prank people spy on       
people”. How would you use the      
invisibility technology? “To go and     
play the Xbox one without anyone      
knowing.” 

 International Day of Happiness 
By: Violet J. 

 
March,20 also known as International Day of Happiness is a Day to feel             
Happy. First celebrated in 2013, this fun holiday was established by the             
United Nations (UN) to remind us that "The pursuit of happiness is a             
fundamental human goal." International Happiness day was first suggested         
by residents of the tiny South Asian country of Bhutan. 
Interviewing Julia and Hailey : 
Do you think International Happiness day could be a world wide day : Both              
said “Yes.” 
Do you think International Happiness day could make everyone happy :           
“Yes cause its an international happy day.” 
Would you ever participate in this national day: Both said “Yes.” 

   
        Muriwai Monster was Finally 
Uncovered 

By: Caleb M. 
The Muriwai monster was finally 
found out, as it turns out it's a piece 
of driftwood with a bunch of 
barnacles attached to it. As gross as 
that sounds it's also very weird that a 
log with a ton of barnacles just 
washed up on a beach and people 
thought it was an alien or a monster. 
Brooklyn H. said, “we jumped to 
conclusions  too quickly”.  

Two Black Men Arrested in Starbucks 
By:Layla BD 

On Thursday, two black men were arrested in a starbucks in Philadelphia            
because they had not bought anything, and refused to leave, and they            
wanted to use the bathroom. The men, then sat down at a table and went               
on their phones while waiting for a friend. They refused to leave, and so              
they were arrested. There have been many protests against starbucks          
racism lately and that is the reason why. I asked Logan H. if he thought               
racism was a problem at Starbucks and he said, “Yes they are probably             
losing customers.” 
 
 

Elephant Artists 
By: Julia W. 

One of the worlds largest and most powerful animal have an ability to draw and often                
doodle on the floor with a stick or pebble. It all began about 20 years ago when two                  
Russian painters Vitaly Komar and Alex Melamid heard about the domesticated           
elephants and their owners in Southeast Asia. Komar and Melamid decided to see if they               
could teach elephants to paint. After perfecting their painting teaching techniques with            
Renee, an elephant who resided at the Toledo Zoo in Ohio, they made their way to                
Southeast Asia. In 2000, they founded the Asian Elephant Art and Conservation Project,             
a charitable organization, whose website sells the work of these amazing artists. I             
interviewed Violet and Hailey about the elephants. The first question I asked was would              
you buy an elephant drawn picture. They both replied, “Yes.” I asked why and they said,                
“They are cute.” The second question I asked was do you think elephant paintings could               
become popular. Again they both said, “Yes.” 
 
 



 

              Tokyo Zoo Celebrates Birth Of A Baby Tapir 
Randy H 

 
The Malayan tapir, a distant cousin of the horse and rhinoceros, is one of              
the largest primitive mammals in the world. This nocturnal animal is           
vegetarian and travels long distances in search of food. Tapirs are excellent            
climbers and love to wade in the water. They are usually found in lowland              
areas during the dry season moving to the mountains during the rainy            
season. They are a very solitary animal and often live and move around on              
their own not in herds. 
 
I asked Mikey how many tapir do you think is left on earth. Mikey said,               
“20”The answer was 3000. I also asked Mikey how much do you think a              
adult weight up to how many pounds, Mikey said, “400 pounds” the answer             
is 550-670 pounds.  
____________________________________________________________ 
 
    Puppy Bowl 
                                                  By.Hailey 
On Sunday, February 4, millions of people will tune in for the year’s biggest              
game. No, we are not talking about the Super Bowl 52 matchup between             
the Patriots and Eagles, but Animal Planet’s adorable Puppy Bowl. While           
Puppy Bowl 14 will feature a total of 92 dogs representing Team Ruff and              
Team Fluff, only 10-12 will be on the field at any given time. The “Athletes,”               
all between 12 and 21 weeks old, will tackle, bite, and wrestle for toys,              
treats, and bones. A touchdown will be declared each time a puppy drags             
his/her toy into the end zone. I interviewed Violet and Julia on Puppy Bowl,              
the first question I asked was do you like puppies and they both answered, ‘’               
I love puppies.’’ The next question I asked is would you go to the puppy               
bowl they both said yes so in my opinion I believe that the puppy bowl will                
become very popular and a big hit on TV. 

 


